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Abstract 

Electrical distribution systems are incurring large losses as the loads are more than average spread, inadequate reactive power 

compensation facilities and their improper control. A comprehensive static VAR compensator consists of capacitor bank in five 

binary sequential steps in conjunction with a thyristor controlled reactor of smallest step size. The work deals with the concert 

evaluation through related to studies and practical implementation on an existing system. A fast acting error adaptive controller is 

developed suitable both for contactor and thyristor switched capacitors. The switching operations courage are transient free, 

practically no need to provide inrush current limiting reactors, TCR size minimum providing small percentages of non triplen 

harmonics, facilitates stepless variation of reactive power depending on load. It is elegant, closed loop microcontroller system 

having the features of self-regulation in characterized by mode for automatic adjustment. It is successfully tested on a distribution 

transformer of three phase 50 Hz, Dy11, 11KV/440V, 125 KVA capacity and the functional feasibility and technical soundness 

are established.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is well documented in literature and public discussions at various levels that a substantial power loss in our low voltage 

distribution systems on account of poor power factor due to inadequate reactive power compensation and their improper control. 

The expansion of rural power distribution system with new connection and catering to agricultural sector in wide spread remote 

areas, giving rise more inductive loads resulting in very low power factors. Thus there exists a great necessity to closely match 

reactive power with the load so as to improve power factor, improve the voltage and reduce the losses. 

In this paper, a more reliable, technically sound and low cost scheme is presented by arranging the thyristor switched capacitor 

units in five binary sequential steps. In addition a thyristor controlled reactor of the lowest step size is operated is conjunction with 

capacitor bank, so as to achieve continuously variable reactive power. Transformer loading capability the shunt capacitor also 

increase the feeder performance, reduces voltage drop in the feeder & transformer, better voltage at load end, improves power 

factor, increase system security with enhanced utilization of transformer capacity, gives scope for additional loading, increases 

over all efficiency, saves energy due to reduced system losses, avoids low power factor and reduces maximum demand charges. 

 SVC with Binary Sequential Switched Capacitors 

The SVC is indispensable and based on power factor correction and reactive power compensation. Traditionally SVC has been 

used as a shunt device that offers voltage stability and reactive power compensation to the load. The Basin Electric power 

corporation installed the first SVC in Nebraska in 1977.The simplest configuration for an advanced shunt compensator essentially 

consist of the thyristor switched capacitor bank with each capacitor step connected to the system. The two conditions are as follows: 

 The thyristor is fired at the negative/positive peak of voltage 

 Capacitor is precharged to the negative/positive peak voltage. 

The first condition can be met accurately by timing the control circuitry and second condition is only met immediately after 

switching off thyristor. The configuration for five capacitor bank steps in binary sequence. 

 FC-TCR Scheme 

The basic configuration of static compensator FC-TCR. In this case capacitor represent a thyristor switched capacitor represents a 

thyristor switched capacitor bank in binary sequential steps (TBC) and L represents reactor with phase angle control. The 

controllable range of TCR firing angle α extends from 90° to 180°.The relation between firing angle α and the current through 

inductor IL for ideal inductor having resistance tending to zero. 

         (1) 
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      (2) 
The following observations are important. 

 If α=θ i.e. firing angle = phase angle sin(β-θ)=sin(β-α)=0 and conduction angle=β-α=π 

 Conduction angle should not exceed π the range of control angle α is θ<α<π 

         (3) 

Where 

      (4) 

 Error Adaptive Power Factor Controller 
 
A pioneering work in Error Adaptive Power factor Controller (EAPFC) was done by M.A. EI. Sharkawi et. al. These EAPFC’S 

don’t make use of an inductor branch (TCR) as in SVC’s but contributions to the effective capacitor switching techniques are 

notable. The adaptive VAR compensation technology was developed at the University of Washington with sponsorship of 

Bonneville Power Administration (BPA).The project was started in 1980 and ended in 1993.The major work was carried in the 

design, development and implementation of 15kV class of charactcterized by VAR compensator. The adaptive Var Compensator 

(AVC) was solid state switched, binary stepped capacitor bank, used to compensate any rapidly changing reactive demand within 

one half cycle without introducing transients and harmonics.  
The AVC can operate in any one of the following modes:-  
 Reactive power compensation (RPC) mode: Maintaining unity or other desired power factor at the point of common coupling 

(PCC) with a precise of smallest capacitor bit and with the limitation of total capacitance of the AVC per phase. 

 Voltage support mode: Regulating the voltage at the point of or at some pre-specified level using under and/or over 

compensation. 

 Flicker control mode: Used to reduce the fast fluctuations in the voltage. 

Any one of the modes can be implemented at a time and can be controlled by specified time scheduling. The potential 

applications of AVC are at load end or at system level compensation. The load end application includes those requiring rapid 

compensation such as timber mills, steel mills, elevators, arc furnaces, pumps, electric traction. The distribution system application 

includes reactive VAR compensation, extent of voltage regulation, and prevention of voltage collapse, released system capacity, 

reduced line losses and increase in efficiency. The innovative and useful design of the AVC has result in commercialization of the 

device. All the above referred controllers do not have any reactor part (TCR) as such. 

 Processor based Static VAR Compensators 
 
The model consist of FC-TCR scheme.The control strategy used was based on PD & PID.The paper focused specific 
inductor control (TCR) through developing a prototype model.While in fuzzyblogic control scheme was used. The goal 

of this fuzzy controller was to provide maximum damping and improve stability in the power system.  

II. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

This section describes the various components for KVAR sensing used in the controller. The basic difference between 

SVC and proposed KVAR controller is that former handles the voltage regulation problem through TSC-TCR scheme 

while the latter performs smooth control with exact matching of reactive power resulting in improved voltage. This 

facilitates compensation of (lagging) reactive power by TSC-TCR scheme termed as SVC (KVAR controller). It includes 

KVAR sensor, ADC converter, zero crossing detectors, and gate pulse generation for thyristor controlled reactor as well 

as capacitor switching ON/OFF circuit with the help of microcontroller 89C51. The general block diagram and its 

implementation in the form of a TSC-TCR type SVC on 11KV/433V, DY11, 125KVA, 3phase, 50Hz transformer has 

been shown in Fig. 
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Fig. 1: Hardware Implementation 

III. CONCLUSION 

A comprehensive static VAR compensator consists of capacitor bank in five binary sequential steps in conjunction with a thyristor 

controlled reactor of smallest step size. The work deals with the performance evaluation through analytical and practical 

implementation on an existing system. It is successfully tested on a distribution transformer of three phase 50 Hz. It gives the 

following benefits: 

 Maintaining the power factor at unity. 

 Minimum feeder current and loss reduction. 

 Improvement in distribution efficiency of feeder. 

 Increase the voltage at load end. 

 Relief in high demand and effective utilization of transformer capacity. 

 Saving in monthly bill due to reduction in penalty on account of poor power factor and reduced in maximum demand charges. 

 Conservation of energy takes place. 

 It is possible to get stepless control of Q closely matching with load requirements. 

 The combination offers greater flexibility in control. 

 There is substantial reduction in harmonics generated due to small size of reactor employed in the static VAR compensator. 
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